
The Catawba River Floods of 1901 and 1Q1 6 - the

Wvlie Dam Bridge

Earlier I had expressed some confusion about newspaper articles
concerning the old bridge just below Wylie Dam. I have now read the
papers relating to the 1901 flood and wanted to give you my thoughts.

The confusion related to a June 12, 1901 article in The Journal that said
"eight of the nine that were washed away were recovered — 1 After
reading another report in the same newspaper and reports in the other
area newspapers, I am convinced that this article had information on two

different bridges (the Wylie Dam Bridge and Nation Ford Railroad bridge)
intermingled in the same paragraph. Below are some specifics relating to
the Wylie Dam bridge gleaned from newspaper articles.

The bridge is shown in Lindsay's 1907 postcard photo. It was called
"Button's Ferry Bridge", "County Bridge", "Catawba River Bridge", "Road
to Fort Mill Bridge" and probably other similar names. It was located just
below the 3/4 mile long island that is just belbw Wylie Dam. This island
has been called "Sandy Island", "Fewell's Island", "Carrother's Island" and
probably other names.

The river gets deeper just below this island. There are rocks in the river
with iron rings in them that appear to be the remains of rope or wire
ferries - perhaps a part of "Neely Ferry", Madison Neely Ferry", Fewell
Ferry" and maybe others that were located at this spot. The remains of
the bridge are just downstream from the rocks.

The October 3, 1900 Fort Mill Times describes the bridge. "The water is
covered by three spans, of about 120 feet each, resting on four pairs of
steel cylinders filled with concrete - two pairs in the water and one pair on
each bank. The floor of each span is laid of 6 by 2 lumber on seven
stringers, which are supported at proper intervals by cross beams, and
these are in turn supported by a framework of steel and iron, which forms
an open system of angles connected above the bridge by other steel
work, so as to present to view something like a skeleton of a frame for a
perfect covering. Loads of 12 or 13 feet in height can pass under this
framing. The whole structure is pleasing to the sight. Painters have been
covered iron and steel and the banister with a dull red coat. Bluffs of

sufficient height on each side of the river seem to guarant§e crossing at






